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• COVID-19 may accelerate automation: employers substitute 

workers with technologies that are unaffected by pandemics.

• What we do: construct indexes measuring an occupation’s 

automation potential and viral transmission risk.

• We find: women with low to mid-level educational attainment 

are at highest risk of COVID-induced automation. 

COVID, automation, and potential labour market disparities
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Recessions and automation

▪ Jaimovich and Siu (2020), Hershbein and Kahn (2018)

COVID-19 and automation

▪ Caselli, Fracasso, and Traverso (2021), Leduc and Liu (2020), 
Dingel and Neiman (2020), Pierri and Timmer (2020)
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O*NET database is used to create occupation-specific measures of:

› Viral transmission risk,

› Automation potential (routine-task intensity).

We map these indexes to various data to study:

› Demographic/geographic profile of occupations that are “at risk” in the US and 

internationally: (American Community Survey (ACS) and Programme for the 

International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC)), 

› How jobs in high and low-risk occupations have evolved during the pandemic 

(Current Population Survey (CPS)).

Data
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Measuring the risk of COVID-induced automation

Viral transmission risk index
disease exposure (+), face-to-face discussions (+), physical proximity (+), work outdoors (-)

Automation potential index
routine tasks (+), non-routine task (-)

High-risk occupations 

(both indexes ≥ 0.5):

• Retail salespersons

• Secretaries and 

administrative 

assistants

• Cashiers
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Automation potential and viral transmission risk
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Females are more likely to be in high-risk occupations
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Females are also more likely to be at risk using a lower cutoff
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Males are more likely to be in “low-risk” occupations
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Risk varies by demographics, not geography
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Women face a higher risk across countries
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Summary of ACS and PIAAC results: 

› US females are about twice as likely as males to be in occupations that are at 

high risk of both COVID-19 transmission and automation.

› PIAAC results show similar findings for other countries.

› Caveat: these results relate only to automation potential, which may or may not 

be realized. 

Have “high-risk” jobs been automated during the pandemic? 

› The data needed to convincingly answer this question are not yet available.

› However, early insights can be gained by looking at US monthly employment 

trends in the CPS. 

Automation risk and the COVID-19 pandemic
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Female employment: larger decline and weaker recovery in 
high-risk occupations
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Roughly half of high-risk jobs are in sales and office jobs
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Declining routine cognitive employment during recovery
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› We estimate that 25 million US jobs are at risk of COVID-induced 

automation

› Nearly two-thirds of these jobs are held by females

› Women with lower levels of education and wages drive this result

› Roughly half of high-risk jobs are in sales 

and office occupations.   

› Similar findings for other countries

Key takeaways
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Thank you!
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